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Grapes are among the most desirable and best-known fruits, prized for their beauty, their

succulence and varied flavors, their noble metamorphosis into wine, and their more utilitarian roles

as sources of fresh juice and tasty jellies. For most growers, the triumph of harvesting fragrant

clusters of dusky-bloomed grapes in rose, blue-black, amber, purple, or light red bunches is its own

reward--a test of gardening skill.In Great Grapes, you'll learn all you need to know to grow superb

grapes, including how to:-Choose the most suitable cultivars for your area-Choose the right

site-Prepare the soil-Build trellises-Plant and train the vines-Prune for maximum yield-Propagate

new vines-Control pests-Harvest the grapes at the peak of ripeness
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Annie Proulx began her writing career in the 1970s as the author of several books on country living



topics, including Cider. More recently, she wrote the Pulitzer-prize winning novel The Shipping

News, as well as numerous short stories, magazine articles, and nonfiction books.

Great little paperback that tells you exactly what you need to know about growing all kinds of

grapes--all the way from one vine to a whole vineyard! Packed well and arrived on time.

These little booklets have more knowledge packed into them than you would imagine. Great Grapes

is just another example. You don't always need a book to tell you how to. Sometimes a friendly little

booklet can show you everything you need to know without wading through pages and pages of

back story and qualifications. Well with all the wisdom and knowhow in these booklets, you don't

need to worry about the author being qualified.

got for collection

Easy to read... informative... great for learning how to grow grapes... planting, training, pruning, and

harvesting them... a good buy

We planted just six seedless grape plants three years ago, and this past year, I put up a wooden

arbor to attach the plants. The book gave me some extra ideas on how to improve the small arbor

we have.

Lots of very good information to help start growing thriving grape plants. Easy to reference all the

info during the different times of the growing season.

Great advise and how to. A simple to the point read. I made the arbor recommended and pruned my

grapes with fine results using this booklet.

Good book with good info. Not very big, but doesn't need to be.
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